The Department of Computer Science and Systems Engineering organized a Three day Workshop on “Progressive Web Applications Phase-II”, from 07th to 09th January, 2019 in collaboration with APSSDC.

The target group for this workshop was IV B.Tech CSSE Students.
The Team members of APSSDC gave a detailed demonstration on Advanced Web Applications and GITHUB in addition to “How to push projects into GITHUB”, “Creation of Schematic Tags”, HTML, CSS and Java Script. They also explained the Java Script with Indexed Data Based Creation and storing java Script Objects into it.

17 students participated and gained knowledge on Progressive Web Applications.

**Outcomes of the threeday workshop on Progressive Web Applications:**

1. Students gained knowledge on Progressive Web Applications.

2. Students acquired skills to develop applications/projects on GITHUB.

3. Students gained practical knowledge on how to create forms using Schematic Tags.